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CHAPTER V 

 

 

 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 

 
 

This very last chapter includes two main parts which are conclusions and 

suggestions. The conclusions provide the summary of the whole findings and 

discussions related to the formulation and the objectives of the study. Then for the 

suggestions section, it provides some recommendations to the academic societies, 

readers, and researchers. 

5.1 Conclusions 

 

This research focuses on the multi-word expressions and noun plus verb super 

sense categorization used by Epica for their song lyrics in the album The 

Holographic Principle. After analyzing 196 expressions found in total 11 songs 

taken from the verse, scream, and refrain section of the song using Schneider’s 

multi-word expression and super sense categorization, the researcher concludes 

that Epica used expression especially multi-word expression in their song to create 

tension of fantasy theme. These expressions spread evenly in each song but there 

are two main expressions that really given more attention from Epica to depict the 

undergo story of fantasy. They are cognition noun and cognition verb. With total 

10.81% or 32 times found in the album making the cognition noun as the highest 
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expression used by Epica in their album. Then 8.45% or 25 times found, cognition 

is the most frequent verb expression used by Epica for their album The 

Holographic Principle. It can be seen from the analysis that Epica use both noun 

and verb expression for their lyric. 

5.2 Suggestions 

 

5.2.1 Suggestion to linguistic students 

 

This research can be a reference for further study of semantic, especially in 

expression word. This research can be an example that languages flow as the 

society grows, and as linguistic student, it is expected that they can give an in- 

depth focus on how to overcome the barrier in a certain language which is, in this 

case, English. By giving out the understanding of how language expressed, 

students are expected to be able to make systematic approach to this language 

barrier. 

5.2.2 Suggestion to researcher 

 

There are still many weaknesses found in this analysis. This research only 

analyzed one album from one band from one genre and limited only using multi- 

word expression with noun and verb categorization. There are still lots form of 

language creative usage other than in a song lyric and lots of defining theory about 

language expression. The researcher expects that in the future, the other researcher 

can conduct a further study especially about language usage in a creative based 

communication such as comedy, poem, novel, short story, movie script, or even 
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song from another genre using another theory and the latest understanding about 

expression in a language. 

5.2.3 Suggestion to readers 

 

This research provides information and knowledge about multi-word 

expression and noun also verb super sense categorization. This research is 

expected to give more insight about how expression can behave inside a phrase in 

a language to broader audience. The researcher hopes that by having an in-depth 

understanding about language’s expression, people can overcome the barrier of 

the tension from dictionary-based word and single word usage. 


